We show that on electron scales a patch of the localized magnetic reconnection spreads bi-directionally in a wave like fashion when an external guide-magnetic field in the direction of the electron current is present. The spreading is caused by the propagation of the flow induced and whistler wave modes away from the localized patch. For small guide fields, the spreading is asymmetric being faster in the direction of the electron flow. On increasing the guide field, the spreading becomes increasingly symmetric due to the dominance of the whistler group speed in determining the speed of the spreading. The wave-like spreading of reconnection causes the alternate formation of X-and O-points in the reconnection planes separated by half the wavelength of the reconnection wave.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is considered to be the cause of the release of magnetic energy in solar flares, sub-storms in Earth's magnetosphere, sawtooth crashes in tokamaks and many astrophysical systems, e.g., accretion disk. The release of magnetic energy is enabled by dissipation in self consistently formed current sheets allowing topological changes of magnetic field lines. In collisionless situations, e.g., solar flares and Earths magnetosphere, dissipation is weak and magnetic reconnection is very slow until the thickness of the current sheet is of the order of microscopic scales, such as, electron and ion inertial lengths where an effective dissipation is provided by micro-physical plasma processes. At these scales, electron and ion dynamics decouple resulting in a two scale structure (along its thickness) of the current sheet, viz., an electron current sheet with thickness of the order of an electron inertial length, d e = c/ω pe embedded inside an ion current sheet with thickness of the order of an ion inertial length, d i = c/ω pi . Reconnection of field lines takes place inside the so formed electron current sheets and couples to ion, and then further to very large magnetohydrodynamic scales.
In many plasmas of interest, magnetic reconnection first takes place in a localized region of space and then spreads away from the localized region. For example, in solar observations of two ribbon flares, flare brightening indicative of reconnection has been observed to spread bidirectionally along the polarity inversion line [1] [2] [3] . Laboratory experiments in Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF) with a strong guide field also show bidirectional spreading of localized reconnection along the guide field 4 . On the other hand unidirectional spreading of reconnection in the direction of electron drift velocity was observed in Magnetic Reconnection Experiments (MRX) without guide field 5 . In VINETA-II device, new experiments with varying strength of guide field are planned to study the spreading of reconnection along the guide field [6] [7] [8] .
Present understanding of the spreading of localized reconnection associates it with either a wave motion associated with reconnection or the motion of current carriers. In 3-D particlein-cell (PIC) simulations an ion scale structure of connected 3-D nulls and a reconnection wave due to drift sausage instability driven by the current sheet were observed [9] [10] [11] . As a result, reconnection couples to the drift sausage instability and propagates with it in the direction of the current flow. Hall-MHD simulations of reconnection show that reconnection initialized in a localized region of space propagates as a wave called 'reconnection wave' in the direction of electron drift (opposite to the direction of current) with electron drift speed 12, 13 .
Such reconnection waves are expected when dominant current carriers are electrons 14, 15 .
In hybrid simulations, in which ions are the dominant current carriers and electrons just neutralizing background, reconnection was found to spread due to the ion motion rather than by a reconnection wave 15 . When both electrons and ions carry currents, a reconnection X-line can expand bi-directionally since electrons and ions move in opposite directions 16 . A parametric study using three dimensional Hall-MHD simulations showed that both electrons and ions can contribute to the spreading of reconnection depending upon their share of the current 17 . All these previous studies were carried out for zero guide field. In case of a finite guide field in the current direction, Alfven waves can propagate along the guide field and contribute to the bi-directional spreading of localized reconnection perturbation.
The mechanism of the spreading changes from a current-carrier-dominated to Alfven-wavesdominated after reaching a critical guide field above which Alfven waves propagate faster than the current carriers 18 .
As far as the direction of the spreading is concerned, the experimental results are in good agreement with the theoretical and numerical studies. However, the speed of the spreading is not always matched well. In the MRX experiment 5 , reconnection spreads in the direction of the electron flow but with a speed much less than the peak electron drift speed. The latter is the theoretically predicted 12 speed of spreading as electrons are the dominant current carrier and the guide field is negligibly small. Three-dimensional electronmagnetohydrodynamic (EMHD) simulations of an electron current sheet with zero guide field showed that, on electron scales, the speed of spreading can be between zero and the peak electron flow speed depending on the wave number of reconnection perturbation 19 .
Such wave number dependence of the speed of spreading was not identified in any of the earlier studies.
In this paper, we extend our earlier studies 19 on the spreading of localized reconnection at electron scales to the case of finite guide magnetic field in the current direction using an electron-magnetohydrodynamic (EMHD) model. Three dimensional EMHD simulations coupled with linear eigen mode analysis are performed for different strength of the guide field.
In the next section we discuss EMHD approach and the simulation setup. In section III, we discuss the 3-D simulation results on the spreading of reconnection. In this section, an understanding of the simulation results based on the linear eigen value analysis and local dispersion relation of EMHD will be presented. Finally we summarize our findings in section IV.
II. ELECTRON-MHD APPROACH AND SIMULATION SETUP
The electron-magnetohydrodynamic (EMHD) approach considers electrons as a dynamically evolving fluid and a stationary background of ions. The EMHD approach is valid for spatial scales smaller than the ion inertial length (d i ) and time scales smaller than ω −1 ci , the inverse ion cyclotron frequency. In EMHD, the electron dynamics is described by electron momentum equation coupled with Maxwells equations. An evolution equation for the magnetic field can be obtained by eliminating the electric field from the electron momentum equation using Faradays law 20 . The equilibrium magnetic field is taken to be
where L is the half thickness of the electron current sheet. For stationary ions, the electron fluid velocity is related to the current density by the relation J = −n 0 ev e . In the limit of cold electrons, the bipolar electrostatic electric field co-located with the electron current sheet balances the Lorentz force in the current sheet. Small deviations from charge neutrality in the electron current sheet can support the bipolar electric field 21 . This force balance is different from the force balance between pressure gradient and Lorentz force in the case of a Harris current sheet. Meanwhile, the bipolar electrostatic field and the force balance in electron current sheets have been observed in particle-in-cell simulations 21, 22 , laboratory experiments 23 , and space observations 24 .
Localized reconnection is initialized by adding a perturbation to all the equilibrium variables. Accordingly the initial perturbation is assumed to have the form,
whereψ denotes components of eitherB orṽ. A perturbation (2) produces a single X-point in the reconnection (x-y) plane (z=0) being confined around z = 0 within a distance of √ 2L
in the direction (z) perpendicular to the reconnection plane. The simulation box extends from x = −l x to l x , y = −l y to l y and z = −l z to l z . The boundary conditions are periodic along y and z while the perturbations vanish at x boundaries far away from the central region of interest.
Simulations are carried out for a current sheet half thickness L = d e and guide fields from 
III. SPREADING OF LOCALIZED MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
In general, an electron current sheet is unstable to tearing and non-tearing modes. For a finite guide field and L = d e , the growth rate of the fastest growing non-tearing mode is larger but comparable to that of the 2-D tearing mode (k z = 0) 25 . The power of the initial perturbation ∝ sin(πy/l y ) exp(−z 2 /2L 2 ) added to the equilibrium peaks for k z = 0 and k y d e = 0.628. This correspond to a most unstable 2-D tearing mode for L = d e . Therefore the initial evolution of ECS is tearing-dominated causing magnetic reconnection. Later, non-tearing modes with finite k z will also grow and influence the ECS evolution. 
In the absence of the electron flow (v = −B and its higher derivatives vanish) Eq. (3) becomes the well-known whistler-mode dispersion relation.
In the limit B → 0, one obtains the dispersion relation of the flow induced wave modes 27 .
Note that the phase velocity of the flow induced wave modes, Eq. 5, is uni-directional (in the direction of the electron flow), while that of the whistler modes is bidirectional (parallel and anti-parallel to the mean magnetic field), Eq. (4). When both the guide field and electron flow are present, one can expect that the spreading would have contributions from the two wave modes. In our simulations, the group velocities of the two wave modes will add up in the direction of the electron flow while they will be subtracted in the direction of the guide field to provide the speed of the spreading. By this reasoning, the speeds of the spreading can be written as,
where v w and v f are the magnitudes of the group velocities of whistler and flow induced wave modes, respectively. The heaviside step function H is unity when v w − v f > 0, or else it is zero.
In order to verify Eqs. (6) and (7), we calculate v f and v w from linear theory of electron shear flow instabilities 25 . The calculations of v f and v w require wave numbers of the dominant modes in the simulations. The dominant modes in the simulations are the fastest growing mode and the modes in its neighborhood in the wave number space. These fast growing modes grow to attain maximum power. This is illustrated in Fig. 3b which shows evolution of the power in k z for k y d e = 0.628 (initialized wave number along y-direction) and B z0 = 2.5 B y0 . In the late stage of the evolution, the power, initially peaked at k z = 0, peaks around k z d e ≈ 0.16 which is close to the wave number of the fastest growing mode for L = d e , B z0 = 2.5 B y0 and k y d e = 0.628. We show in Fig. 3c the variations of k z for which linear growth rate is maximum and for which power in B x peaks. The two wave numbers, one obtained from linear theory and the other from nonlinear simulations are in good agreement.
For B z0 > B y0 , the value of k z drops. This is the reason why the wavelength of the wave spreading increases with the guide field.
Next we calculate v f = |dω r /dk z | (ω r is the frequency of the fastest growing mode) and Fig. 1 , it can be seen that negative sign of B x correspond to an X-point in the center of the x-y plane. In addition to the formation of X-and O-points, the electron current sheet can be seen to undulate along y. This is because other unstable non-tearing modes have grown to significant amplitude by ω ce t = 50. Note that in earlier studies 19 , X-and O-points form alternately along the direction of electron flow when simulations are initialized with a non-localized perturbation ∝ sin(πz/l z ) which has the wavelength equal to 2l z . In the present study, system chooses to form alternate X-and O-points.
IV. SUMMARY
We have shown that a patch of the localized magnetic reconnection spreads bi-directionally in a wave like fashion when a finite guide field is present. The spreading is caused by the propagation of the flow induced and whistler wave modes away from the localized patch.
For small guide fields, the spreading is asymmetric being faster in the direction of the electron flow. On increasing the guide field, the spreading becomes increasingly symmetric.
One can ask the question at what guide field the speed of spreading becomes completely symmetric, i.e., |v + | − |v − | = 0. From Eqs. (6) and (7), the difference of the two speeds, Variation with the guide field of the wave number k z for which linear growth rate is maximum (stars) and the power in B x is maximum (c).
